December 17, 2015

To: Parties

From: Bill Hawley

Re: Monitoring the Hiring Provided for in the Magnet Stipulation

As of Monday, there were several positions unfilled at magnet schools. Many of these were not instructional (though several coaching positions are unfilled). This list includes only instructional position, other than coaches at the schools identified in the stipulation.

Cholla

2 ex ed assistant positions

1 ex ed teacher (temp)

1 economics teacher

1 Spanish teacher

Holladay

1 ex ed teacher

6 part time and 3 full time instructional assistants

Ochoa

1 half time counselor

Pueblo

LSC

Classified Enrichment Instructor

Ex ed teacher
Safford

   Arabic teacher

   Teacher-Band Director

   Art teacher

Utterback

   Ex ed teacher

My understanding is that the District is to report on its efforts to fill these positions.